Motion estimation across low-resolution frames and the reconstruction of high-resolution images are two coupled subproblems of multi-frame super-resolution. This paper introduces a new joint optimization approach for motion estimation and image reconstruction to address this interdependence. Our method is formulated via non-linear least squares optimization and combines two principles of robust super-resolution. First, to enhance the robustness of the joint estimation, we propose a confidence-aware energy minimization framework augmented with sparse regularization. Second, we develop a tailor-made Levenberg-Marquardt iteration scheme to jointly estimate motion parameters and the high-resolution image along with the corresponding model confidence parameters. Our experiments on simulated and real images confirm that the proposed approach outperforms decoupled motion estimation and image reconstruction as well as related state-of-the-art joint estimation algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
In digital imaging, super-resolution (SR) refers to a class of computational techniques to improve the spatial resolution of an imaging system. Over the past years, a variety of algorithms have been introduced that approach SR either from a single-frame [1] or a multi-frame perspective. Multi-frame methods exploit subpixel displacements across a sequence of low-resolution (LR) frames to reconstruct a high-resolution (HR) image [2] . This process can be considered as the combination of an initial motion estimation followed by image reconstruction. If motion is estimated properly, this approach holds the potential to overcome aliasing artifacts due to undersampling. Unfortunately, in the presence of inaccurate motion estimation, its actual performance deteriorates.
Principally, SR can be approached by two basic methods: 1) The two-stage approach [3] considers motion estimation and image reconstruction as independent subproblems and employs image registration on LR frames to determine subpixel motion that is directly utilized for image reconstruction. The main drawback of this approach is the limited accuracy of motion estimation on LR frames [4] , which leads to a poor robustness of the overall process. State-of-the-art methods aim at compensating inaccurate motion estimation explicitly by tailor-made outlier detection techniques [5] or implicitly by robust optimization [6] . In this context, SR has been studied with outlier-insensitive observation models including robust error norms [7, 8] or, more recently, by space variant Bayesian models [9] . Another trend are hybrid methods that combine single-frame and multi-frame SR to locally enhance the image reconstruction [10] .
2) Joint estimation as a complementary class of algorithms considers motion estimation and image reconstruction as two coupled subproblems. This aims at simultaneously estimating motion parameters and the associated HR image to enhance the accuracy of both tasks. For this purpose, alternating minimization regarding both subproblems [11, 12] is a common optimization scheme. More recently, different Bayesian formulations including marginalization over the HR image [13] or the motion parameters [14] , as well as variational inference [15] have been developed to overcome the poor convergence of alternating minimization. Other state-of-the-art approaches related to our work include joint Gauss-Newton iterations [16, 17] or linear programming [18] . Compared to the two-stage approach, these schemes are able to correct inaccurate motion estimation up to a certain degree. However, one of their main limitations is that they are often based on simplified models and are sensitive to outliers in the image formation. Fig. 1 depicts this issue on an example dataset affected by outliers in the motion model with a comparison of the Gauss-Newton algorithm in [16] to our proposed method.
This paper proposes a new algorithm for joint motion estimation and image reconstruction. As the main contribution, we propose non-linear least squares optimization regarding the motion parameters and the HR image based on a confidence-aware formulation of both subproblems. In addition, we develop a tailor-made Levenberg-Marquardt iteration scheme to jointly estimate motion parameters, the HR image and model confidence parameters. MATLAB code of this method is available on our webpage as part of our super-resolution toolbox 1 .
CONFIDENCE-AWARE JOINT MOTION ESTIMATION AND SUPER-RESOLUTION
This section introduces our joint motion estimation and SR algorithm. First, Section 2.1 presents the confidence-aware formulation for our method. Then, in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, we develop non-linear least-squares estimation for this model and the proposed Levenberg-Marquardt optimization.
Confidence-Aware Modeling
We describe the formation of a set of LR frames assembled to
where W (θ) = DH M (θ) denotes the system matrix and is additive noise [3] . We decompose W (θ) into D to model subsampling, H to model space invariant blur related to the camera point spread function (PSF) and M (θ) to describe subpixel motion of the different frames according to the motion parameters θ = (θ (1) , . . . , θ (K) ) relative to x . In this paper, we limit ourselves to a rigid motion model described by the parameters θ (k) = (cos(ϕ), sin(ϕ), t u , t v ) with rotation angle ϕ and translation t = (t u , t v ) for the frame y (k) . We propose to couple SR and motion estimation in a joint optimization framework. Accordingly, we infer the unknown HR image x and the motion parameters θ as the minimum of:
where R(x ) is a regularizer with weight λ ≥ 0. To make the joint estimation in (2) robust regarding outliers, we adopt the space variant observation model developed in our prior work [9] that is defined by the confidence map B = diag(β 1 , . . . , β KM ) to weight the influence of the individual observations by adaptive weights β i ∈ [0; 1]. Moreover, we use weighted bilateral total variation (WBTV) [9] as a sparse prior for edge preserving regularization. We define R(x ) by the sparsifying transform S according to: 
Non-Linear Least-Squares Estimation
Since our energy function in (2) is non-linear w. r. t. θ, we propose a non-linear least-squares estimation of x and θ. We first derive the least-squares approximation of (3) as:
where
Here, U l,m is a diagonal matrix associated with the shift (l, m) and is assembled by U l,m ii
−1 , where z = S l,m x and τ is a small threshold (τ = 10 −2 ) to avoid numerical instabilities close to zero. Next, we reformulate (2) as the least-squares term:
where r (x , θ) = y − W (θ)x is the residual error. Accordingly, starting from an initial guess x 0 and θ 0 , both parameter sets are iteratively updated according to x t = x t−1 +∆x and θ t = θ t−1 + ∆θ for t ≥ 1. The updates ∆x and ∆θ at iteration t are derived by a linear approximation of (5) and are determined as the minimum of the least-squares term:
and
is the Jacobian of the system matrix W (θ)x w. r. t. θ. The derivative of M (θ) w. r. t. θ is computed numerically using bilinear interpolation [16] .
For confidence-aware optimization, we estimate the observation weights B t from r = y −W (θ t−1 )x t−1 according to:
and WBTV weights A t from z = S x t−1 according to:
where p ∈ Get B t and A t from (x t−1 , θ t−1 ) according to (9) and (10) 4:
Estimate µ t from (12) with search range [log µ l ; log µu]
5:
Estimate ∆x and ∆θ with µ = µ t according to (11) 6:
Update x t = x t−1 + ∆x and θ t = θ t−1 + ∆θ 7: Set t ← t + 1 and proceed with next iteration 8: end while and σ t prior = mad(S x t−1 , A t−1 ) are determined via the weighted median absolute deviation (MAD) rule under the weights A t−1 and B t−1 as derived in [9] .
Levenberg-Marquardt Iterations
Related SR algorithms formulated via least-squares estimation [16, 17] employ Gauss-Newton iterations to iteratively minimize (5). However, the convergence of a Gauss-Newton scheme relies on an initial solution close to the desired global minimum, which is hard to guarantee under practical conditions, e. g. if the initial estimate is affected by outliers. To alleviate this issue, we propose Levenberg-Marquardt iterations, which combines the Gauss-Newton method with gradient descent in our method summarized in Algorithm 1. Instead of solving (6), we compute the updates ∆θ and ∆x in our Levenberg-Marquardt iteration scheme according to:
where µ is the damping factor to control the contributions of gradient descent (µ 0) and Gauss-Newton (µ = 0). The system in (11) is solved by the conjugate gradient (CG) method with T cg iterations in our inner optimization loop to avoid a direct inversion of P t . In our outer optimization loop, we use T lm Levenberg-Marquardt iterations to minimize (5) .
The performance of the Levenberg-Marquardt iterations in (11) is highly depended on the damping parameter µ. The common damping approach adaptively selects µ from only two candidates per iteration [19] , which may lead to inadequate adaptations between gradient descend and GaussNewton. In contrast to this approach, we propose to select the damping parameter adaptively per iteration as µ t to minimize the confidence weighted residual error r (x , θ). This leads to the one-dimensional optimization problem:
where x (µ) and θ(µ) are the HR image and the motion parameters obtained from (11) with damping factor µ. To make this parameter selection tractable, we approximate (12) by a one-dimensional search with T µ iterations over the logarithmic scaled range [log µ l ; log µ u ] in our algorithm. Subsequently, we solve (11) with the optimal parameter µ = µ t .
Fig. 2:
Mean PSNR over ten simulated datasets with ten randomly generated image sequences per dataset. We compared SR under inaccurate motion estimation without outliers (top row) and with outliers due to invalid pixels (bottom row). 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section studies the performance of the proposed method on real and simulated data. We compared our method to the confidence-aware two-stage algorithm based on iteratively reweighted minimization (IRWSR) [9] and the joint motion estimation and SR using Gauss-Newton iterations (JMSR) [16] . Throughout all experiments, we set the WBTV parameters to P = 2, α 0 = 0.5 and p = 0.5. For iterative minimization, we chose T lm = 25, T cg = 25 and T µ = 5 with the damping parameter search range log µ l = −4 and log µ u = 4. The regularization weights were selected on one training sequence per dataset using a grid search to enable fair comparisons. For our quantitative evaluation, we generated synthetic datasets from ten HR images taken from the LIVE database [20] . The LR data was simulated from the HR images according to (1) using a decimation factor of 2, a Gaussian PSF of width 6 · σ PSF (σ PSF = 0.5), and uniformly distributed translations (−2 to 2 px) and rotations (−1
• to 1 • ). Each frame was corrupted by additive, Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ noise = 0.025. The fidelity of the SR reconstruction to the ground truth data was assessed by the peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) in decibels (dB) as well as structural similarity (SSIM). We simulated sequences consisting of K = 12 [16] (c) IRWSR [9] (d) Proposed Fig. 3 : SR reconstructions provided by the competing algorithms on simulated and real datasets. Top row: Simulated dataset with uncertainties in the initial motion parameters and outliers due to invalid pixels generated by salt-and-pepper noise. Bottom row: Emily dataset with outliers due to non-rigid motion across the LR frames related to movements of the head.
frames with two scenarios: 1) The initial motion parameters were corrupted by uniformly distributed errors for the translation (−0.3 to +0.3 px) and the rotation (−0.005 • to +0.005 • ) to simulate realistic accuracies of motion estimation in a baseline experiment. 2) We corrupted two frames per sequence by salt-and-pepper noise with noise level ν = 0.075 that denotes the fraction of invalid pixels to simulate outliers in the input frames. Fig. 2 depicts the PSNR for ten datasets with ten randomly generated realizations of these experiments per dataset. We observed that on the one hand JMSR compensated uncertainties in the motion parameters but deteriorates in the presence of outliers. On the other hand, IRWSR was robust regarding outliers but could not correct uncertainties in the initial motion parameters. In contrast to these methods, our confidence-aware algorithm compensated both effects. On average, our method outperformed JMSR by 3.2 dB in the absence of outliers and by 3.0 dB in presence of outliers. See Fig. 3 (top row) for a qualitative comparison along with the PSNR and SSIM measures of the HR images. Here, our method corrected motion estimation uncertainties and was insensitive to invalid pixels.
In order to prove the benefit of the proposed LevenbergMarquardt optimization, we studied the convergence of our algorithm using the proposed iteration scheme in comparison to Gauss-Newton iterations similar to [16] . Fig. 4 depicts this comparison on a simulated dataset generated with motion estimation uncertainties and outliers due to salt-and-pepper noise. In both scenarios, the proposed Levenberg-Marquardt scheme converged within the first ten iterations and outperformed simple Gauss-Newton iterations.
Finally, we evaluated our method on real image sequences from the MDSP dataset [21] . Fig. 3 (bottom row) shows a comparison of the competing SR approaches on the Emily sequence, where the initial motion estimation was performed on the LR frames using the method in [22] . This sequence follows a translational motion in the first part and non-rigid motion related to head movements in the second part. This deviation of the actual motion to the rigid model caused outliers that cannot be compensated by JMSR and resulted in artifacts in the estimated HR image. The IRWSR method was able to compensate these outlier frames but could not refine the initial motion estimation for the remaining frames. Our method combines outlier removal with a refinement of the initial motion parameters resulting in less artifacts.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a new joint motion estimation and SR algorithm. Unlike related methods, our algorithm is based on a confidence-aware formulation to consider outliers and space variant noise in the image formation. We developed Levenberg-Marquardt optimization that jointly estimates motion parameters, the unknown HR image and model confidence weights. In our experiments on real and simulated data, our algorithm outperformed state-of-the-art two-stage SR reconstruction as well as joint motion estimation and SR by combining the advantages of both approaches. In particular, the proposed algorithm increases robustness regarding inaccurate motion estimation and outlier observations. In our future work, we aim at extending our model to more general types of motion, e. g. affine transformations.
